4" BULKHEAD FITTING  
P/N 62171

- The fitting assembly includes body, nut and EPDM gasket.

- Use with siphon tube P/N 62714.

- The siphon tube will need to be cut to the proper length depending on the fitting mounting height and the tank bottom thickness. Allow 1" minimum clearance between bottom of siphon tube and inside bottom of tank.

- Mount fitting in 5-3/4" diameter hole.

- Use with tank thickness from 0 to 2".

- For vertical tanks less than 95” diameter, install only in flat spot 9” x 9” or larger.

- For vertical tanks with diameters of 95” or greater, install in curved wall or flat spot.

- On horizontal tanks, install the fitting as high as possible without creating interference between the fitting nut and the tank head curvature—install with the center of the fitting approximately 5” below the top of the flat spot.

- On vertical tanks, install the center of the fitting at least 8” above the outside bottom; at least 10” for tanks 9000 gallons and greater.

- Tighten fitting nut to 100 ft-lbs torque.